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TC Meeting
28 november 2012, 19:00 uur zaal P Bouwkunde.
Opening
1. Opening
19.41h
2. Presence
Max Hijne, Jochem de Graas, Eelco Borgmans, Jurriaan Heuberger,
Misha Stassen, David Marinissen, Ioannis Oikonomidis, Roel van den
Hof, Amanthla Biekman, Victor Hamoen, Bart vd Hoek, Ana
Varbanescu, Marije vd Laag.
3. Agenda
H7
4. Incoming Pieces
Peter, comments on trainings.
Mostafa, training member
5. Notifications
Practices
6. Practice Schedule
Roel: on late Thursday´s practices there are not too many people. The
average on the last two, three weeks is nine, for H3, H4 and H5.
Problem is last year H6 was also in the late practice.
H5 has lousy attendance for practices, not really a complaint about the
time or anything.
Peter thinks it´s fine overall speeking.
Noor: email the people that train early or late, H5 and H6, maybe they
can switch to either early or late practice.
H6 and H5 is almost the same level. H7 has a lot of new people, so
they´re still learning a lot, which makes the gap between H6 and H7 a
little bigger. Preferrably not send the email to H7 so they can practice
with each other every time.
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7. Evaluation Practices
Eelco: Monday: sometimes basic exercises take like five minutes to
explain, while most competition members already know how it works.
Ask Amber and Efren to split the levels more during the practice.
Split up the group per exercise, so the people that know how it works,
can already start it.
Every now and then trainers can give training, usually they switch
between each other. From now on please email Paul when you´re
switching.
8. Training Members
Mostafa sent an email about coming to practice on Thursdays. He
can´t make it on Mondays but really likes playing. The level of practice
usually goes down a little bit, because they don´t know all the regular
exercises etcetera. So, in general we shouldn´t allow training
members.
Marije there are some people for who it might work. Sometimes too
many people for practice. Training members don´t always show up,
which makes it hard to anticipate. They don´t want to practice with the
beginners, but they take away practice time for the competition
members. Some are really dependable and actually helpful during
training, so we could make exceptions for them. They don´t complain
when it is full and they get fewer playing time, which is fine with them.
We have the hall already at 17h, so they could come and play
between 1700/1730h.
Other training members that are actually valuable to the competition
practices on Thursdays could perhaps train at different times. This will
be done at the request of the trainer. As long as they realize that the
practice is not for them, so they will the first ones to be asked to step
out.
Peter: the difference between the playing members and the training
members is too big. The amount of girls is too small to actually divide
the girls. Hard to think of a solution.
Teams
9. New Members
Quite a lot of new members. All the competition teams got stocked up
to 12 members. Some members are on a waiting list for the
competition.
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10. H1
We need to win more. We need more support, more noise from the
bench. Junior should wear the chicken suit. There have been some
posters around the sports hall, announcing H1 games.
Put announcements for games on the sports center facebook page.
Contact the Delta and let them write a report on one of the home
games of H1.
Next home game is December 15th! Starting promotion right here:
everyone should come and cheer for H1!
11. Team Division
Officially every team had 12 players at the beginning of the year.
Some people already unsubscribed.
H5 could use more people. They used to have 12, but two left, some
are injured.
Maybe Yannick Borgmann could go to H5, H4 has enough players.
Femke Tophoven is a benchplayer for D2 now.
H8 had 12 or 13 people. A lot of players didn´t show. Igor Stepanov
hasn´t been playing. They´re short on people. There are two or three
more people that requested to play in H8.
H9: Muse Abdi, he unsubscribed now.
There are some training members that want to play competition. The
trainers will give them some extra attention so they can see in which
team they would fit. Robert Sokolovskj, Philip Blankendal, Hairen Tan.
H8 would like an extra guard.
H5 wants centers.
Paul will check again if all the team emails are moderated. Send a test
email and add the captains.
No teams are overloaded. All the lower teams could accept maybe
one or two more players. D3 has quite some injuries, but they´re
managing with reversed bench players from D2. D1, during games
there are enough players, there could be a better attendance for
practices.
12. Team Levels
Second half of the season:
H3 is going to play rayon.
H4 2nd league
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H5, H6 3rd league
H7
H8
H9 4th league
D2 is promoting next season to 1st league.
D3 3rd league
13. Jerseys
new jerseys for H1 and H2. D1 is not playing in the new jerseys,
because they´re making new ones. Shorts were not delivered
correctly, so that gives an extra delay. H3 is waiting for the new
shorts.
You never know how the jerseys are going to turn out, the colour is
not exactly as expected. But the quality seems to be fine so far.
Current jerseys: if teams are missing numbers or shorts:
H5 has only 9 jerseys, they want more. Jochem will send Paul an
email with the missing numbers.
H9 Eelco will send Paul an email. Two double numbers, one numer is
missing.
12 girls in the first team, they don´t have enough jerseys either.
If you want more jerseys, email the missing numbers to Paul!
It´s possible to buy old jerseys for 13 euros.
14. H7
Sigi/Virgiel: they´re doing fine most of the time. Attendance during
practice is actually pretty good. However they call people sometimes
outside of punch to fill up the amount for games.
Some games are planned on dates on which all of the members have
the same activity from DSC and-or Virgiel. Max tries to foresee it and
reschedule those games in time. Joris Hens might want to play in H7,
new first year from DSC. Tasks have been good as well.
15. H10
there were quite some people that wanted to start playing competition.
We are thinking of subscribing a new team next half of the season,
H10. After all the comments during this meeting, it might be better to
fill up the other teams with the people that are on the waiting list.
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Referees
16. Rayon teams
Every rayon team has to supply an E-referee.
D1 Antonios Mamalis
H2 Ranu Biere and Remus Hanea.
Ranu got injured.
If H3 wants to continue playing rayon in September, they will also
have to supply an E-referee. Johnny Schreuder is interested in taking
it. We´ll look up a club in the area that is giving the course.
17. F-course
Waiting for response from the NBB. People without a F-diploma will
get an email soon, that they will have to take the course. Everyone is
obligated to take the course, you´ll get a fine if you don´t show up for
the course.
Miscellaneous
18. “Ghost Members”
Made a list of ghost members:
Alexandros Vasileiakis Kenta Takahashi – played in H6 last year. He´s in Tokyo now.
Liselotte Theuns Valeri van Wely Hassan al Mahmoedi – hasn´t been practicing for a long while.
Jan Demoen – he played in H9 2,3 years ago. He was in H8 a while
ago, according to Victor, hasn´t seen him in a while.
Muse Abdi – unsubscribed now.
Ard Koornneef – unsubscribed for next year.
Wentao Bi – he played in H8 last year, hasn´t reacted to any emails.
He unsubscribed.
Roel Horeman – he played for H8 last year. Requested to be a
competition member this year actually.
Jason Ching – is in H6 sometimes.
Diego Mazo – he played two games, then he emailed that he wasn´t
going to play anymore to the team, not to the board.
Jochem: Isn´t it a good idea to automatically unsubscribe all
competition members at the end of the year, so you create more
motivation for the people that want to keep playing and you have few
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ghost members.
Paul: a lot of people probably will forget to subscribe again. It´s also a
lot of administrative work.
David: At the start of the season it was pretty unclear who was in
which team. Maybe it´s a good idea to send everyone an email stating
in which team they are and who the other players in that team are. It
was unclear who were in the mailing list, etc.
Closure
19. AOB
Vicky asks politely if he can leave. So yes, he may.
Website: the game schedule is not on the website, and it´s pretty hard
finding it on the NBB website. The new website will be done soon, this
is why we´re not updating the old one anymore. Check if the team
schedule button is on the board part of the website.
20. Question Round
Marije: What´s the status on the materials. There are four new balls
since last week from the sports center. Two balls have run out their
value, of one of the other ones the leather is running loose, so we
have 5,5 good men’s game balls.
Coaches: a lot of the teams still don´t have a coach, maybe create a
topic about it on the new website.
Paul: who´s going to be at the Punch Lustrum Party 12-12-´12

21. Closure
21.15h
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